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America's Economic Experiment: End of the Reagan Era?

"The least responsible economic policy in 40 years." Larry Summers, Harvard

Three elements

1. MMT/fiscal stimulus: To ensure “broad-based & inclusive” full employment

• What is upper limit on fiscal policy? Only limiting principle is inflation

2. Reopening + massive consumer savings: “Roaring Twenties” redux?

• From demand- to supply-constrained

3. Monetary policy: Dual mandate reinterpreted, more tolerant of running hot

• Outcome: A regime shift in inflation trajectory?

MMT: First ignored, then ridiculed and finally accepted

Old view: Economy typically operates near full employment

• So fiscal stimulus is dangerous: Will crowd out private sector and spur inflation

New view: Economy almost always operates well below full employment

• Fiscal stimulus is necessary: Inflation a remote risk & less costly than persistent 

unemployment

Two key risks for markets

1.  A dramatic rise in interest rates

• Reflecting untethered inflation expectations or “normal” real yields

2. Lofty valuations, euphoric sentiment and market excesses

• Excessive liquidity, “free” money
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Fiscal Policy: Biden’s Trifecta for 2021

Rebuilding state capacity

1) $1.9 tn “American Rescue Plan”

• Signed March 11

o After $2.2 tn CARES Act (3/2020) and $0.9 tn 

extension (12/2020)

2) $2.3 tn “American Jobs Plan” (infrastructure)

• Over 10Y, partially offset by corporate tax hikes

3) $2.0+ tn “American Families Plan”

• Details forthcoming, also over 10Y

• Partly paid by personal & capital gains tax hikes

Source: Bloomberg, BEA, CBO Source: White House, Treasury, CBO, OMB, JCT 

* : Extremely tentative

10Y plan: AJP & AFP (and ARP extensions)

• AJP: See next slide

• AFP to include: Universal pre-K, childcare, 

community college, Medicare at 60, …

• ARP extensions: Enhanced jobless benefits, 

tax credits for health insurance premiums, …

• “Made in America” tax plan

o To offset most additional spending

• Via reconciliation in Oct

o L-T deficit restricted by “Byrd Rule”

Contribution of American Rescue Plan 

to real GDP growth (ppts, saar)

Estimated* impact on budget deficit

of AJP + AFP (% GDP)

Low multipliers, so growth impact is much smallerPeaks this quarter
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Fiscal Policy: Biden’s $2.3 tn “American Jobs Plan”

The spending is popular with voters

(the tax hikes are more controversial)

Source: MSNBC poll, April 7

Source: The White House, Treasury Department 

Supply-side: After previous demand-side bills

• Supply-side much harder to get right

• Outline released March 31

o Details over coming weeks

o Everything is negotiable

Takes effect over 10Y

• Fed gov't investment spending

o Was 1/3 of govt spending in the ‘60s

o Now just over 10%

GOP DEM IND

Highways, roads & streets 71 86 69

Veterans' hospitals 78 86 76

Caregiving for old/disabled 64 86 72

Lead water pipes & service lines 60 85 69

Public schools 62 87 63

Medical manufacturing 51 82 58
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Fiscal Policy: The Case for Higher Corporate Taxes

Proposed corporate tax: From 21% to 28%

Source: U.S. Treasury Department

Source: Bloomberg

Global minimum tax

• US corporate profits booked in tax havens

o 5% of foreign profits in 1965, 60% today

• Will mainly affect 45 companies

o Mostly in tech & healthcare

• Also raise GILTI rate: From 11% to 21%

Corporate tax hike

• Hit to SPX EPS of 5% to 8% in 2022

o Higher in tech & healthcare

• Consensus: 25% is more likely than 28%

Corp tax receipts, select countries (% GDP)Corporate tax share: Shrinking

Source: U.S. Treasury Department, "The Made in America Tax Plan"
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Reopening + Massive Savings = “Roaring Twenties”?
Personal income (boosted by Cares Act et al)

Source all three charts: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

Personal consumption

Personal savings: Enormous pent-up demand

Cumulative $650 bn > trend

Cumulative $1,050 bn < trend

(mostly services impacted

by social distancing)

Cumulative $1,700 bn > trend.

Will buy a lot of Mojitos!

4/2020 1/2021 3/2021

Spent (%) 29 26 25

Saved (%) 36 37 41

Reduce debt (%) 35 37 34

How U.S. households used their 

three stimulus checks (ave %)

Source: NY Fed
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Has Activity Returned to “Normal”? High Frequency Indicators
TSA # travelers (mn, 7dma)

Source: Bloomberg, Google, Apple, Our World in Data

Open Table reservations (% chg from 2019)

Apple: U.S. mobility trackerGoogle mobility: Retail & recreation activity

Baseline is 1/13/2020Baseline is 1/2020

Could be back to “normal” in May/June
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Monetary Policy: Dual Mandate – Three Significant Revisions

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners. Forecast is Bloomberg consensus

Fed expects temporary blip in inflation

• As weak prints from 2020 drop-off

• 2021 to exhibit strongest GDP growth (cons: 6.2%) since 1984

o Exceptionally strong demand in Q2, and still some supply constraints

• After blip, inflation reverts to 25Y range?

o The Fed’s bet: Its hard-won credibility keeps inflation expectations tethered

Fed wants to see hard, realized data, not just forecasts

• Why? It’s been consistently too hawkish for decades; 

Fed is purposely backward—not forward-looking

• When to remove the punch bowl: A little tipsy or swinging from the chandeliers?

o This is why Fed sees the first hike in late-2023/early-2024, 3Qs behind the market

Fed’s 2.0% target: An average, not a ceiling
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Monetary Policy: Labor Market Recoveries – Never V-shaped
Months to return to pre-recession employment Leisure & hospitality employment

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

Fed’s dual mandate: Revised

• Wants a “broad-based & inclusive” recovery to 

full employment: Including lower-income 

workers & worst hit sectors

o Recreation, restaurants, bars, hotels 

Always elevator down, escalator up

• Firms hire cautiously: Ensure demand is robust

• 2021’s supply constraints: Generous jobless 

benefits, closed schools & daycare, and 

COVID worries (“cave syndrome”)

GFC: Recovery took 75 months

Tech bubble: Took 53 months

1990 recession: 37 months

Remains 20% below pre-COVID level

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. Gaps due to pauses in bi-weekly survey

Adults (mn) not working due to COVID fears
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Monetary Policy: Fed is Targeting Full Employment for Everyone

Labor force participation rates

Unemployment rates

Source for all charts: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

By level of education

Employment to population ratios

Only 51% for those with just HS 

education (40% for those without HS)
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Downside Risk: Dramatic Rise in Interest Rates

Higher bond yields: Especially damaging to long-duration financial assets

• 10Y yield: Averaged 2.4% last decade

• Speed of sell-off: Critical to Fed’s reaction, so far just verbal response

o Fed to intervene if move becomes disorderly or threatens recovery

Inflation expectations: Risk of becoming untethered?

• 5Y5Y at 2.2% and 10Y BE at 2.3%: Both likely close to tops

o They averaged 2.0% post-GFC

Real yields: Still leagues below “normal”

• Averaged +0.4% post-GFC & 2.0% post-tech bubble

o Could rise by 50 bps, but probably not 100 bps

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners, NBER

Bond yields: Key risk for equity markets
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What if Bond Yields Keep Rising?

Source for all charts: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners, NBER

EU banks outperform if 10Y rises

• 3.2% in late-2018 was the post-GFC peak

o Caused economy & equities to roll over

o Will be much lower this cycle, say 2.5%

• Rising yields typically favors value over growth

o And banks over defensives

Value outperforms growth?

EU defensives (CS + HC) underperform

Correlation: -

93%

Correlation: 83%
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Equity Market: Fairly Valued, Contingent on Bond Yields

If interest rates stay near current range, equity markets appear fairly-valued 

Earnings growth

• Strong rebound: Already priced in?

Valuations

• Fair, assuming lower for longer rates

Speculative excesses abound

• Reflecting excessive liquidity, “free” money

Source for all charts: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners, NBER

SPX: EPS with consensus forecasts

Consensus

2021:   25%

2022:   15%

2023:     8%
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Digital Economy and Superstar Firms

Six stocks represented 25% of SPX

TAAAMN

TSLA, AAPL, AMZN, Alphabet, MSFT, NVDA

• Accounted for 38% of SPX rise since 1/2015

o Peaked at 44% before Biden’s election

o 60% of SPX rise in 2020

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

Six companies: Vast outperformance

Peaked just before Biden’s election, currently 23%

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

Biden’s election

• Promises of massive spending drove 10Y yield

o Value index caught up to SPX

o Headwind for long duration equities

• Biden’s election + MMT = Rotation has legs?
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Money 3.0: Central Bank Digital Currencies
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Cash is quickly being displaced by

electronic payments

Source: Survey of Consumer Payment Choice, Federal Reserve Board

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Federal Reserve Board, Epoch Investment Partners

Currency is declining as a percentage of the broad 

money supply

On current trend, especially excluding $100 bills 

(which largely circulate in the underground economy), 

cash appears destined to all but disappear within the 

next decade

“We are in the middle of a revolution 

in payments. Banknotes are being used less 

frequently to make payments. At the same 

time, fintech firms have begun to alter the 

market by offering new forms of money and 

new ways to pay with it.”

—Mark Carney, BoE Governor, 2020

“Central banks collectively 

representing a fifth of the world’s 

population are likely to issue a retail 

CBDC in the next three years.”

—Bank for International Settlements
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Bitcoin: Digital Gold or a Purely Speculative Asset?

“Frankly, Libra really lit a fire, and was a bit 

of a wakeup call that this is coming fast and 

could come in a way that is quite widespread 

and systemically important fairly quickly.”

—Jerome Powell, Federal Reserve Chair

“I don’t think that bitcoin … is widely used as a 

transaction mechanism. To the extent it is 

used I fear it’s often for illicit finance.”

—Janet Yellen, U.S. Treasury Secretary
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Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

Annualized volatility comparisons (%)

Bitcoin’s purchasing power is wildly unstable: It 

remains far too volatile to act as a unit of account, 

store of value or medium of exchange

Country ranking, annual energy consumption, multiple of Bitcoin’s 

usage (log scale)
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Source: University of Cambridge, Centre for Alternative Finance, Epoch Investment Partners

If Bitcoin were a country, it would rank #28 in energy 

consumption, ahead of Ukraine and Argentina. On 

current usage trends, in 2030 it will rank 11th, slightly 

ahead of the UK.
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China’s DC/EP: Challenging the USD’s Hegemony

“E-yuan enable complete surveillance of 

transactions and also cut out any potential 

challenge to the regime’s 

authority by electronic payment giants like 

Ant Group and Tencent.”

—Adam Tooze, Columbia University

“DCEP is also part of China’s geopolitical 

ambitions … similar to advancements in other 

strategically important emerging technologies, 

such as AI and robotics.”

—“China’s Digital Currency,” Center for a New 

American Security
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Leapfrogging 20th Century payments infrastructure: 

Credit cards were never prevalent in China. The 

country skipped over a generation of finance and 

went straight to smartphone-based digital payments.

The RMB’s share of global reserves is tiny, at around 

2%: A successful DC/EP might help its global role 

begin to match China’s towering economic heft

Source: Bloomberg, Peoples’ Bank of China

Source: IMF

Chinese consumption payments (RMB tn)

Currency Composition of Global Foreign Exchange Reserves (%)
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Central Banks: Aware They Could Soon Be Irrelevant

Advantages of CBDCs: Payment Systems, Financial Inclusion, Monetary Policy

• Will increased speed & effectiveness of policy assign recessions to dustbin of history?

• But could disintermediate significant swaths of commercial banking system

o And banks may lose market share to Fintech & payments companies

China is Clear Frontrunner: Launch During Winter Olympics?

• Europe: Two or three years behind China

• US: Slower, but to accelerate efforts in 2021

Rollout of CBDCs: Further Accelerate Digitization of Economy

• Winner-takes-all markets + global champions

• Winners most likely in tech, health care, communications, fintech & payments

o “What is your business strategy in the digital age?”

“This is a project that will probably 

take us two, three or four years 

before it is launched.”

-- Christine Lagarde, ECB President

Bank performance vs. fintech indices

”We are the world’s reserve currency, 

and we have the responsibility to get 

this right. We don’t need to be the 

first. We need to get it right.” 

—Jerome Powell, Fed Chair

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners. All 3 relative to SPX
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America's Economic Experiment: Investment Conclusions

1.  Biden's Priorities: Sprinting Through the First 85 Days
• Fiscal trifecta: Ambitious experiment

• Tax hikes: Could entail 5% hit to 2022 EPS (8% for tech, healthcare)

• Regulation is back: Environment, antitrust, …

• Trade: China policy changes more in rhetoric than substance

2.  Strongest GDP Growth Since 1984: Consumers Just Want to Have Fun
• Supportive policy: Both fiscal & monetary

• Reopening + massive consumer savings = “Roaring Twenties”?

• Rebound in service sectors: Recreation, healthcare, travel, hotels, restaurants & bars

3.  Market Risks: Bond Yields and Valuations
• Bond yields could rise slightly further: Reflecting untethered inflation expectations or “normal” real 

yields

• Equity valuations: Fair, assuming lower for longer interest rates

o Euphoric sentiment and pockets of liquidity-driven excess

4.  What is Your Business Strategy for the Digital Age?
• We remain focused upon firms with resilient business models and strong free cash flow growth

o We look for a demonstrated ability to allocate that cash flow effectively between return of capital 

options and reinvestment/acquisition opportunities

• It is imperative that companies successfully implement a business strategy for the Digital Age

o Especially favors companies in tech, healthcare, and communication sectors
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Epoch Thought Leadership

RECENT PUBLICATIONS AND WHITE PAPERS

Winning at Active Management

Authored by three Epoch portfolio managers, 

the book examines the issues facing the 

investment management industry and 

explores the essential roles of culture, 

philosophy and technology.

The Death of Dividends: 

Greatly Exaggerated

The COVID-19 pandemic and its effect on the 

market has brought dividends to the top of many 

investor’s minds. Will dividend paying companies 

be able to sustain their payouts in the face of an 

economic slowdown? How will these pressures 

affect the outlook for dividends? 

The Epoch Core Model: 

Our Proprietary Stock Model

More than just our proprietary stock selection 

model, the Epoch Core Model (ECM) is a 

rules-based expression of Epoch’s free cash 

flow investment philosophy. Learn about its 

components and how it’s being used to 

enhance the firm’s investment processes 

across strategies.

Money 3.0: Central Bank Digital 

Currencies (CBDC)

During the past two years, CBDC has progressed 

from a bold speculative concept to a seeming 

inevitability and core feature of our financial 

ecosystem. This paper explores the implications for 

monetary policy, the FinTech and payments sectors, 

and the potential disintermediation of significant 

swaths of the commercial banking system.

Podcast – Actively Speaking
Our latest releases:

Mar. 10, 2021

Curing Corporate Short-Termism

Feb. 22, 2021

Semiconductors: The Eyes, Ears and Brains 

of the Digital World

Moore’s Law & the Race for the 

Rest of the Chessboard

The Cambrian explosion of breakthroughs in AI, 

autonomous driving, 5G, and cloud computing will 

drive double-digit growth in semiconductor 

revenues for the foreseeable future. Superstar 

firms have come to dominate all subsectors of the 

increasingly concentrated semiconductor industry.


